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CATALOG No. 

NO. 215 TYPE SELECTORS SBB RATINGS 
BBLOW 

Each consists of a small electromagnetically driven tuning fork with a contact on one of the tines that operates 
once for each cycle of vibration. It is enclosed in a permalloy shell that serves as a magnetic shield and 
case, and has four pin terminals at one end, arranged to mount in a KS-19130 socket . The contact terminals 
are marked positive ( +) and negative (-). The other two terminals connect to the energizing winding and 
should carry only the operating alternating cui;-rent -and no superimposed direct current. 

Each selector will ·respond only to a narrow band of frequencies near its nominal resonance frequency as indi
cated in table. 

Each selector is adjusted so that a nominal current of 0.25 milliampere at its discrete nominal fr ~quency will 
just-operate the contact. A higher current is required to close the contact to a low resistance over a sub
stantial portion of the cycle period, but it should not exceed two milliamperes. The frequency band over which 
contacting occurs when the energizing coil level in 3 db above the ju st-operate level is approximately one 
cycle. 

Intended for use as selective calling means in the bellboy personal radio signalling system. 
( '' )Stamped on Resonance (*)Stamped on Resonance 

Code Selector at Frequency Code Selector at Frequency 
_ N..:..:..:.o_. ____ "_A_" _ ___ (CPS) Rating __ No. "A" (CPS) 

215A l 517.5 A.T .&T.Co .Std . (ML) 215U 18 772.5 
215B 2 532.5 A.T.&T .Co.Std. 215W 19 787.5 

Rating 
A.T .&T.Co.Std 

" " 215C 3 547.5 " " 215Y 20 802.5 A.T.&.'r,Co.Std. (ML) 
215D 4 562.5 A.T .&T.Co .Std . (ML) 215AA 21 817.5 A.T.&'l'.Co.l!ltd. 
215E 5 577.5 A.T .&T.co :std. 215AB 22 832.5 
215F 6 592.5 A.T.&T.~o .~td. ~~) 215AC 23 847.5 
215G 7 607.5 " " " 215AD 24 862.5 
215H 8 622.5 A.T .&T .Co .Std. 215AE 25 877.5 
215J 9 637.5 A.T .&T.Co .Std , (ML) 216AF 26 892.6 
216K 10 662.5 A.T.~'!' .Qo,Btd . 215AG 27 007.5 
215L 11 667.5 A.T .&T .Co.Std . (ML) 215AH 28 922.5 
215M 12 fl82.5 " " " 215AJ 29 037.5 
215N 13 097.5 " " " 215AK 30 052.5 

" " 
" " 
" ,. 

A.T.&T.Co .Std . (ML) 
A.T.&T:-co .Std . 

A.T .&T .Co.Std . (ML) 
-A:T .&T .Co.etd . 

A.T .&T .Co.Std. ( ML) 
21fiP 14 712.5 " " " 215AL 31 967.5 A.T.&T.Co.Std. 
21fiR 15 727.5 " " " 215AM 32 982.5 A.T.&T.Co.Std . (ML) 
21.fi~ lG 7-12.5 A.T .&T .Co.Std . 215AN 33 997.6 " " " · 
21 !'iT 17 757.5 A.T.&T.Co.Std . (ML) 

( * ) Fl'equency refer ence numb er. 

Properly of the Western Eleclrlc Comp any , Inc. Prlated In U.S .A. 


